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For Principles and their 

Faculties: Standards-Based 

Assessment and Grading

Rick Wormeli 2018 

For further conversation about any of these topics:

Rick Wormeli
rwormeli@cox.net

rick@rickwormeli.onmicrosoft.com
703-620-2447

Herndon, Virginia, USA
(Eastern Standard Time Zone)

@RickWormeli2 (Twitter)
www.rickwormeli.com

-- Ruth Butler (1988, as cited in Wiliam 2011), 

from Arthur Chiaravalli (@hhschiaravalli) 

“Teachers Going Gradeless: Toward a Future of 

Growth Not Grades” 

Type of Feedback Impact on Students

Scores Alone Ineffective: Students were complacent, 
unmotivated 

Score with Comments

Ineffective: Students focused only on 
judgement of scores, how they did in 

comparison to others, didn’t internalize 
or use comments

Comments Alone

Effective: Students in this group 
demonstrated the most improvement and 

learning

mailto:rwormeli@cox.net
mailto:rick@rickwormeli.onmicrosoft.com
http://www.rickwormeli.com/
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Recording a judgement symbol, i.e. a percent, rubric number, 

or letter grade, on student work is a clear message to the 

student:

Learning 

is done.

“…John Hattie (2012) whose synthesis of 800 meta-studies showed 

that student self-assessment/self-grading topped the list of educational 

interventions with the highest effect size. By teaching students how to 

accurately self-assess based on clear criteria, teachers empower them to 

become “self-regulated learners” able to monitor, regulate, and guide their 

own learning. The reason students never develop these traits is that our 

monopoly on assessment, feedback, and grading has trained students to 

adopt an attitude of total passivity in the learning process.” 

-- Arthur Chiaravalli (@hhschiaravalli) “Teachers Going 

Gradeless: Toward a Future of Growth Not Grades” 

Ultimately, what’s the wisest move if we really want students 

to learn and we weren’t pedagogical hypocrites? 
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What do all these have in common?

• Put name, date, period in the top right corner of the paper

• Used a quiet, indoor voice while in the classroom

• Showed up to play in an evening musical concert

• Brought in permission slip signed by parents

• Donated a box of tissues to the classroom

• Completed a reading log of time read

• Had a nice, neat notebook in math

• Dressed out in gym uniform in p.e.

• Turned in work in a timely manner

• Did service for the school

• Worked collaboratively

• Tutored classmates

Public 

Curriculum

Hidden 

Curriculum

Identify the Principles Involved, THEN Gather the Solutions

Example: How do I grade English Language Learners?

Principles/Tenets Involved:

• Teachers must be ethical.  They cannot knowingly falsify 

a score or grade.  

• To be useful, grades must be accurate reports of 

evidence of students’ performance against standards. 

• Regular report cards report against regular, publicly 

declared standards/outcomes.  They cannot report 

about irregular standards or anything not publicly 

declared.   

• Any test format that does not create an accurate report 

of students’ degree of evidence of standards must be 

changed so that it does or replaced by one that does. 
(continued)
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Identify the Principles Involved, THEN Gather the Solutions

Example: How do I grade English Language Learners?

Principles Involved: (Continued)

• English Language Learners have a right to be assessed 

accurately. 

• Lack of language proficiency does not mean lack of 

content proficiency.  

• Effective teachers are mindful of cultural and 

experiential bias in assessments and try to minimize 

their impact.  

If teachers act upon these principles, 

what decisions/behaviors/policies should we see 

in their assessment and grading procedures?

“Is my purpose to select talent or develop it?…If your 

purpose as an educator is to select talent, then you must 

work to maximize the differences among students. In other 

words, on any measure of learning, you must try to achieve 

the greatest possible variation in students' scores 

…Unfortunately for students, the best means of maximizing 

differences in learning is poor teaching. Nothing does it 

better.”

-- Thomas R. Guskey, Education Leadership, 

ASCD, November 2011, Pages 16-21

“If, on the other hand, your purpose as an educator is 

to develop talent, then you…clarify what you want students 

to learn and be able to do. Then you do everything possible 

to ensure that all students learn those things well. If you 

succeed, there should be little or no variation in measures of 

student learning. All students are likely to attain high scores 

on measures of achievement, and all might receive high 

grades. 

-- Thomas R. Guskey, Education Leadership, 

ASCD, November 2011, Pages 16-21
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It’s assessing and grading 

only in reference to evidence of 

standard(s), nothing else.  If it’s 

listed in the course curriculum, it 

can be evaluated and included in 

the final grade.  If not, it can be 

reported, but reported in a 

separate column on the report 

card.  

It often requires the removal or 

changing of several conventional 

grading practices in order to 

maintain grade integrity.

What is standards-

based assessment 

and grading?

Grades are short-hand 

reports of what you know and 

can do at the end of 

learning’s journey, not the 

path you took to get there.  

Define Each Grade

A:

B:

C:

D: 

E or F:
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[Artist Unknown[Artist Unknown]

“Nobody 
knows ahead of 

time how long it 
takes anyone to 
learn anything.” 

Dr. Yung Tae Kim, “Dr. Tae,” 

Physics Professor, 

Skateboarding Champion

Time is a variable, not an absolute. 

It’s what students carry forward, not what they demonstrated 

during the unit of learning, that is most indicative of true 

proficiency.  
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We are criterion-referenced, evidenced-based, not norm-referenced 

in classroom assessment and reporting.

We cannot conflate 

reports of 

compliance with 

evidence of 

mastery.  Grades 

are reports of 

learning, not doing.

‘Time to Change the 
Metaphor:

Grades are NOT 

compensation.  
Grades are 

communication: 
They are an 

accurate report of 
what happened.
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Fair Isn’t 

Always Equal

This quarter, you’ve taught:  

• Main idea, Theme, Thesis

• Literary Devices used to Evoke Reader Response

• Close Reading

• Annotating Text

• Resurgence in Post-Modernism in current, popular literature

• Cultivating a Writer’s Voice

• From Classic Literature to Film

The student’s grade:   B     

What does this mark tell us about the student’s proficiency with 
each of the topics you’ve taught?

Unidimensionality – A single score on a test represents a single dimension 
or trait that has been assessed

Student

Dimension 

A

Dimension 

B Total Score

1 2 10 12

2 10 2 12

3 6 6 12

Problem: Most tests use a single score to assess multiple 

dimensions and traits.  The resulting score is often invalid and 

useless.  -- Marzano, CAGTW, page 13
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Student A Student B Student C Student D

Fiction 70 50 87 100

Non-Fiction 70 90 87 60

Writing 70 60 0 60

Speaking 70 80 87 60

Listening 70 70 87 70

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

What is Mastery?

“Tim was so learned, that he could name a 
horse in nine languages; so ignorant, that he 
bought a cow to ride on.”

Ben Franklin, 1750, Poor Richard’s Almanac

The example of 

what NOT to do: 

oral dictation 

spelling tests
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“The student understands 
fact versus opinion.”

Identify

Create

Revise

Manipulate

Working Definition of Mastery
(Wormeli)

Students have mastered content when 
they demonstrate a thorough understanding 
as evidenced by doing something 
substantive with the content beyond merely 
echoing it.  Anyone can repeat information; 
it’s the masterful student who can break 
content into its component pieces, explain it 
and alternative perspectives regarding it 
cogently to others, and use it purposefully in 
new situations.

Consider Gradations of Understanding and Performance from 

Introductory to Sophisticated

Introductory Level Understanding:

Student walks through the classroom door while wearing a 
heavy coat.  Snow is piled on his shoulders, and he exclaims, 
“Brrrr!”   From depiction, we can infer that it is cold outside.    

Sophisticated level of understanding:

Ask students to analyze more abstract inferences about 
government propaganda made by Remarque in his 
wonderful book, All Quiet on the Western Front.  
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• Determine the surface area of a cube. 
• Determine the surface area of a rectangular 

prism (a rectangular box)
• Determine the amount of wrapping paper 

needed for another rectangular box, keeping 
in mind the need to have regular places of 
overlapping paper so you can tape down the 
corners neatly

• Determine the amount of paint needed to 
paint an entire Chicago skyscraper, if one can 
of paint covers 46 square feet, and without 
painting the windows, doorways, or external 
air vents.  

What is the Role of Each One?

• Formative Assessment

• Summative Judgment

Formative vs 

Summative in Focus:

Lab Reports in a 

Science Class
(Or any other lab-like activity in 

any subject area)
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Two Homework Extremes 
that Focus Our Thinking

• If a student does none of the homework 
assignments, yet earns an “A” (top grade) on every 
formal assessment we give, does he earn anything 
less than an “A” on his report card? 

• If a student does all of the homework well yet 
bombs every formal assessment, isn’t that also a 
red flag that something is amiss, and we need to 
take corrective action? 

Be clear:  We mark and grade against 
standards/outcomes, not the routes 
students take or techniques teachers 
use to achieve those 
standards/outcomes. 

Given this premise, marks/grades for these activities can no longer 

be used in the academic report of what students know and can do 
regarding learner standards: maintaining a neat notebook, group 
discussion, class participation, homework, class work, reading log minutes, 
band practice minutes, dressing out in p.e., showing up to perform in an 
evening concert, covering textbooks, service to the school, group projects, 
signed permission slips, canned foods for canned food drive…  

High Final 

Grade Accuracy

Low Final 

Grade Accuracy

Low Use of 

Formative Scores

in the Final Grade

High Use of 

Formative Scores 

in the Final Grade

Accuracy of the Final Report Card Grade versus the Level 

of Use of Formative Assessment Scores in the Final 

Report Grade 
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Set up your gradebook into two sections:

Formative                      Summative    

Assignments and assessments        Final declaration

completed on the way to                   of mastery or 

mastery or proficiency                       proficiency

“…[N]o research supports the idea that low 

grades prompt students to try harder. More often, 

low grades prompt students to withdraw from 

learning. To protect their self-images, many 

students regard the low grade as irrelevant or 

meaningless. Others may blame themselves for 

the low grade but feel helpless to improve (Selby & 

Murphy, 1992).” 

- Tom Guskey, “Five Obstacles to Grading Reform,” 

Education Leadership, ASCD, 

November 2011

‘Highly 

recommended

, new book! 
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Larry Ferlazzo

Helping Students 

Motivate 

Themselves: 

Practical Answers to 

Classroom 

Challenges

Practical, Creative, 

Real….

Motivation Matters

September 2014 | 

Volume 72 | Number 1

www.ascd.org
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ASCD’s Education 

Leadership

“Emotionally Healthy 

Kids”

October 2015| Volume 73 | 

Number 2

www.ascd.org

September 2016 

Volume 74 | Number 

1 

Relationships First 

Pages 10-15

“What to Do 

in Week One?”
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‘Highly recommended 

new book, ‘worthy of  a 

book study – One of  

the most impactful 

books on teaching I’ve 

read in years.

Great differentiated assessment 
is never kept in the dark.

“Students can hit any target they can see 
and which stands still for them.”

-- Rick Stiggins, Educator and Assessment expert

If a child ever asks, “Will this be on the 
test?”.….we haven’t done our job. 

Teacher Action

Result on Student 

Achievement

Just telling students # correct and 

incorrect

Negative influence on 

achievement

Clarifying the scoring criteria Increase of 16 percentile points

Providing explanations as to why 

their responses are correct or 

incorrect

Increase of 20 percentile points

Asking students to continue 

responding to an assessment until 

they correctly answer the items

Increase of 20 percentile points

Graphically portraying student 

achievement

Increase of 26 percentile points

-- Marzano, CAGTW, pgs 5-6
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A child is attempting to ride a bicycle, and 

the bike falls over. Another child, learning to 

walk, loses her balance and lands on her 

bottom.  A baby’s green peas slide off his 

spoon as he moves it toward his mouth. How 

do their parents respond?  Good parents don’t 

say, “You fail, you’re not able to meet bicycling 

standards,” “I’ll develop a rubric for walking 

without falling,” or, “We need a Common Core 

curriculum to help you keep your food in your 

spoon.” ….[They] simply say, “Try again.” 

- Richard L. Curwin, Education Leadership, 

ASCD, September 2014, p.38

Students should be allowed to 
re-do assessments until they 
achieve acceptable mastery, and 
they should be given full credit 
for having achieved such. 

A Perspective that Changes our Thinking:

“A ‘D’ is a coward’s ‘F.’  The 

student failed, but you didn’t 

have enough guts to tell him.” 

-- Doug Reeves   
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If we do not allow students to re-do work, we deny the 
growth mindset so vital to student maturation, and we are 

declaring to the student:

• This assignment had no legitimate educational 
value.

• It’s okay if you don’t do this work.

• It’s okay if you don’t learn this content or skill.

None of these is acceptable to the highly 
accomplished, professional educator.  

• A

• B

• C

• I, IP, NE, or NTY

Once we cross over into D and F(E) 

zones, does it really matter?  We’ll do the 

same two things:  Personally investigate

and take corrective action

I = Incomplete

IP = In Progress

NE = No Evidence

NTY = Not There Yet

If an “F” on a project really motivated 
students to work harder and achieve, 
retention rates would have dropped by 
now.  They haven’t; they’ve increased. We 
need to do something more than 
repeatedly document failure.
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Recovering in full from a failure teaches more than being 
labeled for failure ever could teach.  

It’s a false assumption that giving a student an “F” or wagging 
an admonishing finger from afar builds moral fiber, self-

discipline, competence, and integrity.   

Re-Do’s & 
Re-Takes: 
Are They 

Okay?

More than 

“okay!”  After 

10,000 tries, 

here’s a working 

light bulb.  ‘Any 

questions? 

Thomas Edison

United States Air Force Training Manual
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Quotes for the Classroom, Mindsets for Teaching:

“The fellow who never makes a mistake takes 

his orders from one who does.” 

-- Herbert Prochnow

“I have learned throughout my life as a 

composer chiefly through my mistakes and pursuits 

of false assumptions, not my exposure to founts of 

wisdom and knowledge.” -- Igor Stravinsky

“An expert is a man who has made all the 

mistakes which can be made, in a narrow field.” --

Neils Bohr 

F.A.I.L.

First Attempt in Learning

From Youtube.com:

Dr. Tae Skateboarding 
(Ted Talk)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHfo17ikS

pY
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Helpful Procedures and Policies 

for Re-Do’s and Re-Takes

• Always, “…at teacher discretion.”

• Don’t hide behind the factory model of 
schooling that perpetuates curriculum by age, 
perfect mastery on everyone’s part by a 
particular calendar date. 

• As appropriate, students write letters 
explaining what was different between the first 
and subsequent attempts, and what they 
learned about themselves as learners. 

• Re-do’s and re-takes must be within reason, 
and teachers decide what’s reasonable.

• Identify a day by which time this will be 
accomplished or the grade is permanent, 
which, of course, may be adjusted at any 
point by the teacher.

• With the student, create a calendar of 
completion that will help them accomplish the 
re-do. If student doesn’t follow through on the 
learning plan, he writes letters of apology.  
There must be re-learning, or learning for the 
first time, before the re-assessing. 

• Require the student to submit original version 
with the re-done version so you and he can 
keep track of his development.

• If a student is repeatedly asking for re-doing 
work, something’s up. Investigate your 
approach and the child’s situation. 

• C, B, and B+ students get to re-do just as much as D 
and F students do.  Do not stand in the way of a child 
seeking excellence. 

• If report cards are due and there’s not time to re-teach 
before re-assessing, record the lower grade, then 
work with the student in the next marking period, and 
if he presents new evidence of proficiency, submit a 
grade-change report form, changing the grade on the 
transcript from the previous marking period. 

• Reserve the right to give alternative versions and ask 
follow-up questions to see if they’ve really mastered 
the material. 

• Require parents to sign the original attempt. 
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• It’s okay to let students, “bank,” sections of the 
assessment/assignment that are done well.  

• No-re-do’s the last week of the grading period.

• Replace the previous grade with the new one, do 
NOT average them together. 

• Sometimes the greater gift is to deny the option.

• Choose your battles.  Push for re-doing the 
material that is transformative, leveraging, 
fundamental. 

Premise

A grade represents a valid and undiluted

indicator of what a student knows 

and is able to do – mastery.  

With grades we document progress in students 
and our teaching, we provide feedback to 
students and their parents, and we make 

instructional decisions.

10 Practices to Avoid in a Differentiated Classroom
[They Dilute a Grade’s Validity and Effectiveness]

• Penalizing students’ multiple attempts at mastery
• Grading practice (daily homework) as students 

come to know concepts [Feedback, not grading, is 
needed]

• Withholding assistance (not scaffolding or 
differentiating) in the learning when it’s needed

• Group grades
• Incorporating non-academic factors (behavior, 

attendance, and effort)
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• Assessing students in ways that do not accurately 
indicate students’ mastery (student responses are 
hindered by the assessment format)

• Grading on a curve

• Allowing Extra Credit

• Defining supposedly criterion-based grades in terms 
of norm-referenced descriptions (“above average,” 
“average”, etc.)

• Recording zeroes on the 100.0 scale for work not 
done

0 or 50 (or 60)?

100-pt. Scale:

0, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100   -- 83% (C+)

60, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100 -- 93% (B+)

Be clear:  Students are not getting 
points for having done nothing.  The 
student still gets an F.  We’re simply 
equalizing the influence of the each 
grade in the overall grade and 
responding in a way that leads to 
learning.  
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Imagine the Reverse…

A = 100 – 40

B =   39 – 30

C =   29 – 20

D =   19 – 10

F =     9 – 0

What if we reversed the 

proportional influences of the 

grades?  That “A” would have a 

huge, yet undue, inflationary 

effect on the overall grade.  Just 

as we wouldn’t want an “A” to 

have an inaccurate effect, we 

don’t want an “F” grade to have 

such an undue, deflationary, and 

inaccurate effect.   Keeping 

zeroes on a 100-pt. scale is just 

as absurd as the scale seen here.  

A (0) on a 100-pt. scale is a 
(-6) on a 4-pt. scale.  If a student 
does no work, he should get 
nothing, not something worse than 
nothing.  How instructive is it to tell 
a student that he earned six times 
less than absolute failure? Choose to 
be instructive, not punitive. 

[Based on an idea by Doug Reeves, The Learning Leader, ASCD, 2006]

100 

90

80

70

60

4 

3

2

1

0

-1  

-2

-3

-4

-5

-6

50 

40

30

20

10

0

Consider the 

Correlation

Temperature Readings for Norfolk, VA:

85, 87, 88, 84, 0        (‘Forgot to take the reading)

Average:  68.8 degrees

This is inaccurate for what really happened, 
and therefore, unusable.
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Grading Late Work

• One whole letter grade down for each 
day late is punitive. It does not teach 
students, and it removes hope.  

• A few points off for each day late is 
instructive; there’s hope. 

• Yes, the world beyond school is like this.     

Helpful Consideration for Dealing with 
Student’s Late Work:

Is it chronic….

…or is it occasional? 

We respond differently, depending on 
which one it is.

Summative Assessments                     Student: ______________________________

Standards/ 
Outcomes

XYZ Test, 
part 1

PQR 
Project

EFG Observ. XYZ Test, 
part 2

GHI
Perf. Task

Most 
Consistent 
Level

1.1 [Descriptor]

3.5 3.5
3.5

1.2 [Descriptor]

2.5 5.0 4.5 4.5
4.5

1.3 [Descriptor]

4.5 3.5 3.0 3.5
3.5

1.4 [Descriptor]

3.5 3.5
3.5

1.5 [Descriptor]

2.0 1.5
1.75
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Responsive Report Formats

Multiple Categories Within Subjects Approach:

Divide the grade into its component pieces.  For 
example, a “B” in Science class can be subdivided 

into specific standards or benchmarks such as, 
“Demonstrates proper lab procedure,” “Successfully 

employs the scientific method,” or “Uses proper 
nomenclature and/or taxonomic references.” 

The more we try to aggregate into a single symbol, the less 
reliable that symbol is as a true expression of what a student 

knows and is able to do.

Report Cards without Grades

Course: Standard Standards Rating

English 9 Descriptor (1) (2) (3) (4)

_____________________________________________________________________

Standard 1     Usage/Punct/Spelling ----------------------2.5

Standard 2     Analysis of Literature ------------1.75

Standard 3     Six + 1 Traits of Writing --------------------------------3.25

Standard 4     Reading Comprehension --------------------------------3.25

Standard 5     Listening/Speaking ----------------2.0

Standard 6     Research Skills ------------------------------------------4.0

Additional Comments from Teachers:

Health and Maturity Records for the Grading Period: 

Where Do You Stand?

• If a student gets a 100% on a pre-test, he should NOT have to 
do any assignments in the unit of study, and instead, he should 
do a personal research project related to the general topic of 
the unit while other students learn the material. 

• In the same 30 minutes, it’s appropriate to give advanced 
students get 25 math problems while struggling students are 
assigned only five.   

• On the 100-point scale, any student who turns in nothing, 
should get a 50 instead of a zero.  

• After two weeks, all incompletes in a student’s grade report 
should become F’s (or zeroes).

• The 100-point scale is an effective grading scale for the 
standards-based grading classroom. 
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• An “A” or “4.0” means students have gone above and beyond 
the standard, not just met the standard. 

• “C” refers to average performance in our school.   

• Teachers in our school are consistent in their student 
expectations for each standard.     

• One student writes poorly, so when the rest of the class is 
given several non-writing choices as a way to demonstrate 
mastery, it’s appropriate for the teacher to assign this 
student a writing piece so he can improve his skills. 

• Danika is borderline between a C and a B grade.  In order to 
choose one or the other for the final report card grade, it’s 
appropriate for her teacher to consider Danika’s outstanding 
attitude, behavior, and high homework completion rate 
when determining whether to record the C or the B on the 
report card. 

• Two students struggle with graphing the intersection of two 

inequalities, so the teacher asks them to graph only one instead.  

Is this okay?

• All students in Mr. Brown’s class keep journals in math.  The 

type of journal matches each student’s strengths and interests.  

For example, one journal is for the students whose verbal skills 

are stronger than their math skills.  Students keep a list of math 

terms learned in class and then use the terms in sentences.  

Another journal is for students have good visual-spatial skills.  

These students draw pictures to remind them of math 

vocabulary.

• A student who seems to mix up decimal places and place values 

in his math problems is asked to do his work on graph paper, 

even on tests, thereby keeping his numbers clearly within their 

columns. 

• The teacher raises or lowers what she expects of students 

regarding the grade level curriculum based on their 

developmental level, and she adjusts her assignments for them 

accordingly.

• A student has text anxiety, so his teacher schedules his exam for 

three, after-school sessions, each one for 20 minutes, over the 

course of three days.  Instead of the short answer, multiple choice 

format the rest of the class is using, she conducts the test as an 

interview.  Is this okay?  

• English Language Learner students get a lower-order thinking task 

than the rest of their class.    

• A student keeps re-doing an essay in order to improve his grade, but 

he seems to disregard the advice the teacher gives him on each 

attempt.  He makes a few cosmetic changes and re-arranges some 

words, but there’s no substantive change.  He and the teacher are 

getting frustrated at his lack of progress.

• J.J. demonstrates 100% on all of his formative assessments, so his 

teacher doesn’t make him take the final unit test.  She just records a 

100 for the final unit test for him.
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• The electronic report card used by her school averages grades, but 

Mr. Teachwell knows this falsifies the final grade.  “Oh, well,” he 

thinks, “there’s nothing I can do,” and he continues to average the 

grades in his classroom.   

• It’s January.  For some wonderful reason, your student, Philip, 

finally completes and turns in a project from September that he 

never did.  You thank him for doing it, but you do not give him 

credit for doing the work, or for the knowledge and skill 

demonstrated in it. ‘Any issue here?

• Mrs. GoodTeacher counts her single-sitting, two-hour, final exam at 

the end of the year as 30% of the overall grade. ‘Concerns?

• Some students did well in standards 1, 2, and 5 on the test, but 

poorly in 3, 4, and 6.  Other students did the opposite: performing 

well on 3, 4, and 6, but bombing out on 1, 2, and 5.  Only the 

aggregate score of “C” is recorded for every one of these students, 

however.  ‘Any concern here?     

“Grades pointless? Most colleges don't care about GPAs”

Mary Beth Marklein @mbmarklein USA TODAY1:22a.m. EST February 

28, 2013

Summary:

• Admissions officers at the nation's top schools say they barely look at 

an applicant's GPA. 

• Admissions officials put a higher priority on grades in college-prep 

classes. 

• Greater access to Advanced Placement courses are driving up GPAs. 

• Top guidebooks don't factor high school GPAs into their college 

rankings formulas. 

• Parents and their high school students are fascinated by the grade 

point average and what it means in college admissions, but the truth is 

that a number of colleges and universities are not all that interested.

“Admissions officers at some of the nation's most 

selective colleges, who are now sending acceptance letters 

for their fall freshman classes, say they barely look at an 

applicant's GPA.

"It's meaningless," says Greg Roberts, admissions 

dean at the University of Virginia, ranked as the top public 

university in this year's 150 Best Value Colleges, published 

by The Princeton Review and based on academics and 

affordability.

"It's artificial," says Jim Bock, admissions dean at 

Swarthmore College, the top private college in The 

Princeton Review's Best Value rankings. So unimportant is 

the GPA that Swarthmore doesn't bother calculating it for 

guidebook publishers.”
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“Later in the article, however:   “Research 

consistently shows that a student's high school grades 

are the best predictor of their likelihood of success in 

college. Annual surveys by the National Association for 

College Admission Counseling show that most 

admissions officials put a high priority on grades --

particularly grades in college-prep courses.”

“…[E]ach college scours high school grades and 

transcripts according to its own criteria. Swarthmore's 

Bock, for example, says he looks for evidence that 

students have taken the most challenging classes they 

can. University of Florida's admissions staff recalculates 

student grade point averages based on five academic 

areas: English, math social science, natural science and 

foreign language, says Zina Evans, vice president for 

enrollment management.”

"The GPA is very important in our decision-making 

process," says Robert Bennett, senior associate director of 

admissions at Clemson, where the average high school 

GPAs for new freshman catapulted from 3.59 to 4.10 over 

five years. The range on math scores remained the same, 

580-680 out of a possible 800.

“A number of factors likely contribute to the increase, 

he says, including greater access to Advanced Placement 

courses, which can be weighted more heavily by high 

schools, and a growing number of applicants. "We're kind 

of a hot school," Bennett says.

Assessment Policies:

http://www.ibo.org/con

tentassets/1cdf850e36

6447e99b5a862aab622

883/dpassessmentprin

ciplespractice2004en.

pdf

www.ibo.org
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College Board Advanced Placement Scores

5 = extremely well qualified

4 = well qualified

3 = qualified

2 = possibly qualified

1 = no recommendation 

“‘Qualified’ means that you have proven yourself capable of 

doing the work of an introductory-level course in a particular 

subject at college.”

(https://apscore.collegeboard.org/scores/about-ap-scores)

The biggest factors colleges examine 

when considering a student for acceptance: 

• Marks/Grades in courses they value

• Rigor of coursework (Level II, AP, IB, Honors)

• Evidence of tenacity, perseverance, 

stick-to-itiveness, resilience, likelihood of 

finishing

• Significant participation in at least one extra-curricular activity: Sports, 

fine/performing arts, community organizations – a sense that the 

student is more than is academics

• Unusual circumstances (raised in homeless shelters, spent two years 

working in Antarctica, raised $50,000 for juvenile diabetes program, 

teaches puppetry to impoverished students, speaks four languages 

fluently, invented economically viable water filtration system for 

impoverished countries, turned 1.0 GPA into 3.8 GPA in two years’ 

maturation, is the primary care-taker of younger siblings while also 

caring for a parent with cancer, etc.)

Consider:

• Class Rank is falling out of favor in many universities.

• The SAT is optional at most universities in the United States. 

• Very few colleges/universities disadvantage students because their 

high school does not provide a class rank or GPA. For those that need 

either one, however, most schools will provide one, if absolutely 

necessary. 

• Nationwide, about 40% of high students who graduate from high 

school have to re-take high school courses in colleges because the 

grades were false reports.

• For many affluent and relatively affluent school districts, there is a 

stunningly high percent of students who go on to a four or five year 

college program that don’t finish, often between 20 and 40%.   

Article of Interest:

“Grades pointless? Some colleges don't care about GPAs” Admissions 

officers at the nation's top schools say they barely look at an applicant's 

GPA -

Mary Beth Marklein @mbmarklein USA TODAY Published 12:32 p.m. ET 

Feb. 27, 2013 | Updated 9:39 a.m. ET Feb. 28, 2013
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From Massachusetts Institute for Technology (MIT)’s grading policy for freshman:  

“In the first semester and the January Independent Activities Period (IAP) 

freshmen are graded on a Pass or No Record basis in all subjects they take, 

where P (passing) means C- or better performance. Freshmen earn no credit for 

subjects with D and F grades. In the second semester, freshmen are graded on 

an A, B, C or No Record basis. They continue to earn no credit for subjects with D 

and F grades…Subjects with a grade of P, A, B or C appear on both the student’s 

grade report and transcript.

“A grade point average (GPA) is calculated for freshmen starting in the 

second semester. Freshman grading is designed to ease the transition from high 

school by giving students time to adjust to factors like increased workloads and 

variations in academic preparation. A, B, and C grades are used during the 

second semester so that freshmen can begin the progression to regular A-F 

grading in the sophomore year.”

- web.mit.edu/registrar/reg/grades/freshmangrading.html

From Drake University: 

“A student may repeat a course. Only the highest grade and 

credit hours are used in computing the student’s cumulative 

G.P.A….The mark “I” (Incomplete) indicates a student has not 

submitted all evidence required for a final grade. The student must 

make satisfactory arrangements with the instructor to complete the 

work by the end of the next semester of enrollment…The instructor 

writes out the conditions that must be met to remove the 

incomplete. As a component of these conditions, the instructor may 

demand an accelerated deadline (the midterm of the following 

semester) or may provide an extended deadline if special 

circumstances warrant (a semester abroad, student teaching, etc.). 

The instructor will indicate online the final grade for the course in 

the event the work is not completed. A copy of conditions that must 

be met to complete the course is also given to the student. Marks of 

incomplete are changed to a final grade either by the instructor 

(upon completion of the work) or by the Office of Student Records 

(upon attaining the specified due date). Marks of incomplete are not 

computed in the G.P.A.” -- www.drake.edu/catalog/undergrad/14-

15/geninfo/academicregulations/

From Reed college in Portland, Oregon, where they rank, “...fourth in the nation 

among all institutions of higher learning in the per capita production of future 

Ph.D.s in all disciplines. It ranks third in science and mathematics, third in social 

sciences, and sixth in humanities and art. [It ranks]…second in life sciences, 

second in humanities, second in social sciences (not including psychology, 

education, and communications), second in psychology, and fourth in physical 

sciences.” - www.reed.edu/registrar/pdfs/grades.pdf

But check out their grading policy:  “Students are encouraged to focus on 

learning, not on grades. Students are evaluated rigorously, and semester grades 

are filed with the registrar, but by tradition, students do not receive standard grade 

reports. Papers and exams are generally returned to students with lengthy 

comments but without grades affixed. There is no dean’s list or honor roll, and 

Reed does not award Latin honors at graduation.” -

www.reed.edu/registrar/pdfs/grades.pdf
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www.stenhouse.com/fiae

1. Two new, substantial study guides for Fair Isn’t Always Equal
2. Q&A’s - abbreviated versions of correspondence with teachers 

and administrators 
3. Video and audio podcasts on assessment and grading issues
4. Testimonials from educators
5. Articles that support the book’s main themes

Check out the FREE Website 

for Perspective and 

Practicality on Assessment 

and Grading Issues!

Among the articles:

 Susan M. Brookhart on starting the conversation about the purpose 

of grades

 Rick Wormeli on how to make redos and retakes work

 Thomas R. Guskey on overcoming obstacles to grading reform

 Robert Marzano on making the most of standards-based grading

 Ken O’Connor and Rick Wormeli on characteristics of effective 

grading

 Cathy Vatterott on breaking the homework grading addiction

 Alfie Kohn on why we should end grading instead of trying to 

improve it

Also, check out

ASCD’s Education Leadership 
November 2011 issue

Vol. 69, Number 3

Theme: Effective Grading Practices

Single Issue: $7.00, 1-800-933-2723

www.ascd.org

Particularly Compelling Websites with Research on SBG:

http://tguskey.com/articles/

http://mctownsley.net/standards-based-grading/

http://www.stenhouse.com/fiae
http://tguskey.com/articles/
http://mctownsley.net/standards-based-grading/
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New Resource on Grading: 

“The Grading System We Need to Have”

http://blogs.edweek.org/teachers/classroom_qa_with_larry_

ferlazzo/2014/05/response_the_grading_system_we_need

_to_have.html

De-Testing & De-

Grading Schools: 

Authentic Alternatives 

to Accountability and 

Standardization, 

Revised Edition (2016)

Warning: ‘Mind-changing 

essays, unusually well-

researched content, 

compelling prose, myth-

busting impact, and a rather 

intense Foreword!

Response to a parent of an AP student when his 

teachers started doing re-assessments for full credit in 

their AP classes:

http://www.stenhouse.com/html/fiae-grading.htm

Principal’s Blog as he worked with faculty on Re-do’s 

and SBG:

http://blog.stenhouse.com/archives/2013/03/21/profiles-of-

effective-pd-initiatives-owen-j-roberts-middle-school/
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Former AP Teacher, 

now Building Administrator, 

Reed Gillespie

Responses to Re-Do Concerns:

http://www.reedgillespie.blogspot.com/2013/04/redos-

and-retakes.html

12 Practical Steps to Conducting Re-do’s:

http://www.reedgillespie.blogspot.com/2013/04/12-

steps-to-creating-successful-redo.html

Particularly Helpful:   The Work of High School Teacher, 

now District Leader, Matt Townsley

“What is the Difference between Standards-Based 

Grading (or Reporting) and Competency-Based 

Education?”

http://www.competencyworks.org/analysis/what-is-the-

difference-between-standards-based-grading/

And, 

www.sbgvideos.org

Eleven years in the 

making --

Here it comes! 

Fair Isn’t Always 

Equal, Second 

Edition

Available from 

Stenhouse 

Publishers, Barnes 

and Noble, and 

Amazon in late 

Februrary 2018. 
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Great Books on Feedback, Assessment, and Grading:

• Grading from the Inside Out (Schimmer)

• Hacking Assessment (Sackstein)

• Elements of Grading (Reeves)

• How to Give Feedback to Your Students (Brookhart)

• Balanced Assessment, From Formative to Summative (Burke)

• Grading Smarter, Not Harder (Dueck)

• Grading (Brookhart)

• How to Grade for Learning (O’Connor)

• A Repair Kit for Grading: 15 Fixes for Broken Grades 
(O’Connor)

• Fair Isn’t Always Equal (Wormeli)

• Checking for Understanding: Formative Assessment 
Techniques for your Classroom (Fisher and Frey) 

• Transforming Classroom Grading (Marzano)
• Classroom Assessment and Grading that Work 

(Marzano) 
• How to Assess Higher-Order Thinking Skills in your 

Classroom (Brookhart)
• Grading Exceptional and Struggling Students: RTI, ELL, 

IEP (Guskey, Jung)
• On Your Mark: Challenging the Conventions of Grading 

and Reporting (Guskey)
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Three particularly helpful books I just read and I highly 
recommend:

• Keeley, Page. Science Formative Assessment: 75 
Practical Strategies for Linking Assessment, 
Instruction, and Learning, Corwin Press, NSTA Press, 
2008

• Brookhart, Susan. How to Assess Higher-Order 
Thinking Skills in your Classroom, ASCD, 2010

• Alternatives to Grading Student Writing, Stephen 
Tchudi, Editor, NCTE, 1997


